FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Milwaukee Media Advisory, July 8, 2014
Attention: News, Assignment and Photo Editors

Contact: Cindy Ruffert or Liz Sutton, cfkids@uwm.edu 414-229-6364

Kids and teens have mid-summer fun at UWM

WHEN/WHAT/WHO: Fri., July 18, is a good time to get a glimpse of the multifaceted nature of College for Kids (CFK) and College for Teens (CFT) at UWM’s Kenwood campus. For over 30 years, the popular program has drawn inquisitive children seeking hands-on learning opportunities taught by top tier instructors from the university as well as metro area schools.

More than 2,000 children and teens have enrolled in this summer. Over the years, more than 50,000 students have participated in exciting hands-on learning experiences in math, science, languages, computers, fine arts and humanities.

VISUALLY APPEALING SELECTIONS: To glance at the schedule, visit www.sce-kids.uwm.edu
Among our top picks are: Lego Mindstorms, gr. 3-5 or 6-8; Theatre Workshop, gr. K5-2 or 3-5; Chemistry, gr. 3-5 or 6-8; Pottery, gr. 3-5 or 6-8; Inspect an Insect, gr. K5-2; Mask Making & Other Mysteries of Art, gr. K5-2; and Build Your Own Computer, gr. 6-12.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEOGRAPHY OPTIONS: After selecting the classes you would like to visit, contact College for Kids at cfkids@uwm.edu or at 414-229-6364. The CFK/CFT staff can then assist you with room numbers and procedures.

About the School of Continuing Education: As one of 14 schools and colleges that comprise the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, SCE offers participants an assortment of over 1,500 programs and 600 practitioner instructors. With nearly 20,000 participants each year, SCE is the largest provider of noncredit continuing education in southeastern Wisconsin. Its mission is to generate knowledge and learning opportunities for those interested in developing professional skills in business, technology and human services, enriching their lives with classes in arts and humanities or for those who are simply looking for a new intellectual challenge.
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